Energy and Climate Change – the Churches’ Role and Voice
10th Assembly of European Christian Environmental Network
27 September – 1 October 2014, Balatonszárszó (Hungary)

Programme outline

Saturday, 27 September
Arrivals

Sunday, 28 September
Morning
Worship service, celebration of creation time with churches in Hungary
Afternoon
Opening session

Churches’ engagement in taking care for creation - ECEN work in thematic groups
- theology & creation time
- climate change
- eco-management
- transition lifestyle
- environmental education

Evening
Open space for discussion and sharing

Monday, 29 September
Morning
Climate change - Recent developments and Churches’ reactions
Presentations and discussion

Afternoon
Ethics and Energy – Churches’ role in energy transition
Presentations and discussion

Tuesday, 30 September
Morning
Churches working together – Churches’ response to environmental challenges
Presentations and discussion

Afternoon
- Thematic groups: theology & creation time, climate change, eco-management, transition lifestyle, environmental education
- Summarizing plenary, outcomes
- Closing prayers

Wednesday, 1 October
Departures